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P = Present (via Teams); A = Apologies; IA = In Attendance (via Teams)
Know Your Business (1500 - 1530) – University Mental Health Charter
The Board received a presentation from Ian Munton, Director of Library and Student Services, outlining the current position with
the above, giving detail on initiatives underway and in development, and highlighting the key priorities and workstreams.
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•

•

•

•

•

Lord Stafford asked about mitigating potential drops in student numbers and Liz Barnes noted that the government
had made clear that no HEIs should make unconditional offers to students until measures around exams were clarified.
Institutions that had made unconditional offers regardless were likely to face fines.
Connor Bayliss asked about communications to students over the past two weeks. Liz Barnes confirmed that
comprehensive communications had been issued to staff and students in tandem around key decisions, with Ian
Blachford highlighting that the appropriate up-to-date information was made available on the MyStaffsUni app for
students. Connor noted that different schools had taken different approaches to communicating with students and Liz
confirmed that this had been necessarily managed on a local level, given differing requirements and demographics.
Lord Stafford asked for clarification on the potential impact to the University’s supply chain. Sally McGill confirmed
that work had been undertaken to determine what aspects of the supply chain were most likely to need monitoring
and intervention, and that payments to local and smaller suppliers were being processed as quickly as possible.
Sara Williams asked for clarification on whether the University was subject to the guidance in the Cabinet Office’s
Procurement Policy Note. Sally McGill noted that the University was currently taking guidance from BUFDG on this,
but that it seemed unlikely at this stage.
Liz Barnes highlighted the measures that the University was putting in place around community support during the
Covid-19 crisis: initiatives such as a bid to manufacture ventilators, business support for local companies,
accommodation offers for key workers, and capacity for the children of key workers in the University’s nursery.

2614 The Board received and discussed a report entitled Apprenticeships – Lessons Learnt BG/116/04, introduced by the
Vice Chancellor and the Pro Vice Chancellor – Place and Engagement. The following main points were noted:
•

•

•

The paper reflected on the University’s experience of delivering apprenticeships as an early adopter in 2016 through
to 2020, considering the national and institutional context of embarking on the delivery of apprenticeships and how
external agencies had driven changes in practice and priority (in particular reviews by Ofsted and the internal auditors
– the mock ESFA audit).
The paper commented on the areas of success and the areas of improvement required to ensure the University’s
apprenticeship portfolio was sustainable into the future, and that it reflected the high quality and vocational excellence
demonstrated across all other areas of the University.
Many of the ‘lessons learned’ highlighted formed the basis of current actions in the OFSTED Quality Improvement
Plan, the ESFA action Plan – these actions were listed in Appendix 1.

Members commented as follows:

•

Colin Hughes underlined that Apprenticeships provision had been comprehensively discussed at committee level and
featured as a standing item on both Strategy and Performance Committee and Board of Governors agendas.

2615 Following on from the Strategic Weekend 31 Jan – 01 Feb 2020, the Board received and discussed a paper and
accompanying presentation from the Vice Chancellor entitled Towards 2030 (next steps) BG/116/05, noting the
following main points:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

The Board of Governors Strategic Weekend had included discussions on some key components of the University’s
2030 strategy and on the infrastructure that would be required to enable the delivery.
It had been agreed at the event that the current strategy at its core remained relevant to the University’s ‘Towards
2030’ strategy. The ‘talented people’ theme required strengthening, but essentially the other themes ‘connecting
communities’ and ‘innovative learning and teaching’ were appropriately focused.
The current academic portfolio, consideration of student number distribution, and alignment of major academic
disciplines to local and regional priorities and to market demand, were central to this strategy. (A separate agenda
item considered the more detailed work that was progressing to realign the portfolio.)
The academic portfolio influenced the design of the masterplan and priorities for the future of this. It would also
enable better understanding of the potential student numbers and distribution of provision across campuses.
As discussed, as a Civic University, Staffordshire’s key role was to drive up higher-level skills and to support business
and industry to create more high-level skilled jobs, to retain graduates in our region attracting inward investment to
grow high-level skills opportunities, and to support business start-ups and accelerators.
This item was supported by slides that set out the current strategy, how it would evolve and how the University’s
approach to delivery would be structured. Agreement of this direction of travel would influence decisions on structure
of Schools and Services, enable clarity about priorities and clarify responsibilities on delivery.
Senior Leadership team would now prioritise setting out supporting high-level principles and a vision of key
deliverables for 2030.

The Board approved the notes from the Strategic Weekend BG/116/06 (previously circulated by email), as well as
the direction of travel for the Towards 2030 strategy.
2616 The Board received a paper and accompanying presentation on Academic Portfolio BG/116/07 from the Deputy Vice
Chancellor and the Director of Academic and Strategic Planning. The following main points were noted:
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